
AI
PROMPT
SAMPLE

  Resume

Let’s begin by asking ChatGPT for help to create an ATS (Applicant Tracking System) 

friendly resume: How to create an ATS friendly resume. 

Review my resume and recommend 5 specific changes to optimize it for ATS. [Paste the 

job description and resume]

Please review and edit these resume bullets on my resume [Paste bullets].

https://chat.openai.com/
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/what-are-applicant-tracking-systems


       Do not submit fully AI generated content as your own without reviewing and rewriting it!

  Cover Letter

Let’s ask ChatGPT: Can you please tell me what information and details you would need 
from my end to create the most e�ective cover le�er for me? 
Draft a 4-paragraph cover le�er in a professional tone for [job title] using my resume and 
job description. [Paste the resume and the job description]
To review or re�ne a draft cover le�er: Please review and edit my cover le�er for the [job 
title] position at [company]. [Paste the job description and your cover le�er]
Additional Cover Le�er Resources: How to Write A Cover Le�er Using ChatGPT ; ChatGPT 
Prompts for Cover Le�er

https://chat.openai.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-write-cover-letter-using-chatgpt-nikita-gupta/
https://www.gptpromptshub.com/blog/amazing-chatgpt-prompts-for-cover-letter
https://www.gptpromptshub.com/blog/amazing-chatgpt-prompts-for-cover-letter
https://www.gptpromptshub.com/blog/amazing-chatgpt-prompts-for-cover-letter


 

       After the interview, send an email:

  Interviewing

Let’s ask Claude AI: What are the best tips to prepare for an interview?

 I’m interviewing for [a role] at [company name]. Generate 10 interview questions based 

on the job description. [Paste the job description]

Provide me with five behavioral questions based on this job description.

I’m interviewing for a [job title] at [company] and expect to be asked [type a question 

here]. How can I best answer the question with a STAR method example? [Paste your 

resume]

I’m interviewing for [job title] at [company] and know nothing about the company. What 

do I need to know about them for my interview?

Draft a thank-you email for my interview for the [role title] position at [a company name]

Draft a brief follow-up email asking if there have been any updates in the hiring process.

https://claude.ai/login?selectAccount=true&returnTo=%2Fchats


  Networking

Let’s ask ChatGPT: Provide tips for job seekers on networking.

Draft a personalized LinkedIn message to connect with professionals, expressing shared 

interests and mutual connections.

Create a LinkedIn message requesting an informational interview with a [industry] 

professional to seek career advice and insights.

Craft a concise LinkedIn bio summarizing my skills, expertise, and professional brand.

Write a short, engaging elevator pitch using my resume details.

The Career Center is here to provide you Drop-In Advising and One-on-One Appointments. if you have
questions about AI in the job search or any career related questions. Please note that the Career Center
does not endorse the effectiveness of these AI tools, and users should take their own discretion when
utilizing them.

https://chat.openai.com/

